Announcements

New Product: Quick PPM Cost Transfers Launching December 14

A cost benefit realization comes when users must often move one resource from one activity to another after the activity has been processed in the Financial PPM window. The new Quick PPM cost transfers will allow users to move costs from one activity to another in Financial PPM without users having to go through the manual steps of a single Project Task and then to another Task. For Single Project Tasks to be used, a new Colleague icon has been added. The Colleague icon is used to add a Single Project Task to a budgeting line item.

The following resources are available for you to learn more about this powerful tool:

- Quick PPM Cost Transfers on the YouTube channel of the University of California San Diego, 9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA, 92093
- Single Project Task webinar
- Product Team

Due to this change, Project Managers and Fiscal Administrators should begin using this tool immediately.

Upcoming Presentation: Oracle Planning and Budgeting Live in the Cloud

The UCPath System Outage will be the opening keynote of Oracle Planning and Budgeting Live in the Cloud on January 20, 2021. The presentation will open with a presentation from Oracle about making strategic decisions through a unified global planning and budgeting platform.

Oracle will highlight the benefits of making data-driven decisions and transitioning out of the old budgeting process. We strongly encourage you to have someone from your department attend this session.

Virtual Internet link to the system outage presentation can be provided to you on the day of the presentation. Please be sure to check the system outage page for updates.

Special Finance & Reporting Webinar

Register for Monday, December 14, 2020 @ 1:30pm - 3:00pm

Register for Wednesday, December 16, 2020 @ 9:00am - 10:30am

For any suggestions on enhancements please submit a ticket to our HelpDesk."